It is scarcely necessary to remark tEat the object of clothes is to prevent the radiation of heat from cur bodies, and they accomplish this end largely by surrounding the body with layers of air. Cold air blowing over the surface of the skm lowers the temperature of the slvin because the air as it passes receives some of the warmth of the body, bwt air retained in contact with the body by clothes soon becomes warmed, and the air being a bad conductor of heat, prevents radiation into the colder air outside the clothes. Sept. 8, 1906. has one other advantage. It must allow the escape of perspiration more readily than closely woven clothing. The factory is pleasantly situated on the outskirts of Swindon, green fields stretching away from it towards the Wiltshire Downs. The day was one of the hottest at the time of our visit, yet in spite of the number of hands present the air was refreshingly cool. This is due to the presence of the plenum system of ventilation, which propels fresh air to every part of the building. In winter the air is warmed. Until this system was adopted it was found impossible to maintain an equable temperature throughout the work-rooms in cold weather.
Not only the efficiency of the ventilation, but the cleanliness, tidiness, and contented -appearance of the workers were striking features.
